Healthy Organizations Win: How to Harness Your Organization's Maximum Potential

Attend *Healthy Organizations Win: How to Harness Your Organization's Maximum Potential*, featuring Patrick Lencioni. Addressing the model in his brand-new book, *The Advantage; Why Organizational Health Trumps Everything Else in Business*, Pat makes the overwhelming case that organizational health “will surpass all other disciplines in business as the greatest opportunity for improvement and competitive advantage.”

As always, you can add to your knowledge at no cost to you!

While too many leaders are still limiting their search for advantage to conventional and largely exhausted areas like marketing, strategy and technology, Pat demonstrates that there is an untapped gold mine sitting right beneath them. Instead of trying to become smarter, he asserts that leaders and organizations need to shift their focus to becoming healthier, allowing them to tap into the more-than-sufficient intelligence and expertise they already have.

He defines a healthy organization as one that has minimal politics and confusion, high degrees of morale and productivity, and very low turnover among good employees. Drawing on his experience consulting to some of the world's leading teams and reaffirming many of the themes cultivated in his other best-selling books, Pat will reveal the four actionable steps to achieving long-term, sustainable success.

You will learn:
How to develop a culture of teamwork and trust
How to foster productive conflict and peer accountability
How to ensure a steadfast commitment to the collective results of your team
How to create clarity and alignment in your organization

About the Speaker
Pat is president of The Table Group, where he spends his time writing books, his latest The Advantage; Why Organizational Health Trumps Everything Else in Business, and articles related to leadership and organizational life, speaking to audiences interested in those topics, and consulting to CEOs and their teams so that they can apply his principles in their organizations.

The Healthy Organizations Win: How to Harness Your Organization's Maximum Potential live event is scheduled for:

+ Wednesday, September 26, 2012 (12:00 PM Eastern)

As with all AgLearn resources, these are available to all USDA employees at no cost to you!

Enter the SkillSoft Government Leadership Advantage to Access the September 26 Live Event!

For questions or comments regarding this email, please contact your Agency AgLearn Administrator by clicking Contact Us.